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A CHARACTERIZATION OF SEMISPAN OF CONTINUA

EDWIN DUDA

Abstract. The main results of this paper are characterizations of semispan e, s > 0,

for those metric spaces which are atriodic hereditarily unicoherent continua. The

results follow from Theorem 1 which gives conditions under which the union of two

continua, each of semispan less than or equal to e, has semispan less than or equal to

e.

1. Introduction. The notion of span of a compact metric space and its natural

generalization semispan were defined by A. Lelek in 1964 and 1977 respectively [6,

7]. It follows from the definitions that semispan is greater than or equal to span and

both functions are monotone with respect to closed subsets. It can be shown directly

that a nonunicoherent continuum or a triod have span greater than zero. All

chainable continua have semispan zero and those continua without the fixed point

property have span greater than zero. W. T. Ingram constructed an example of an

atriodic hereditarily unicoherent continuum with span greater than zero [5]. The

author and J. Kell have shown that if an atriodic, hereditarily unicoherent con-

tinuum is the sum of two continua of semispan zero, then the continuum itself has

semispan zero [3]. J. F. Davis has shown for a metric continuum in which every

subcontinuum is in class W, span and semispan are equal for all subcontinua [1]. In

particular, for continua, semispan zero and span zero are equivalent. M. Cuervo and

E. Duda have shown that a hereditarily unicoherent atriodic metric continuum has

span zero if and only if each indecomposable subcontinuum has span zero [2]. In

this note we propose to demonstrate that a hereditarily unicoherent atriodic metric

continuum has semispan e, e > 0, if and only if it has an indecomposable subcon-

tinuum which has semispan e irreducibly and has no indecomposable subcontinuum

with semispan greater than e.

2. Notations and definitions. A continuum is a compact connected metric space.

Let 77-j and tr2 represent the natural projection mappings of the Cartesian Product

X X X onto X. For a set D, represent the closure of D by D, the interior of D by

int.D and the frontier or boundary of D by Fr£>. The semispan of a continuum

( X, p), o0(X) is the least upper bound of the set of real numbers e such that there is

a continuum Z£ in X X X with the property that tt2(Zc) c 7r,(Ze) and p(x, y) > e

for all (x, y) in Ze. The number obtained by additionally requiring tr2(Zc) = irx(Ze)

is called the span of X and is denoted by a(X). A continuum is atriodic provided it

contains no triod and is hereditarily unicoherent provided each subcontinuum is
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unicoherent. A continuum is indecomposable if it cannot be represented as the union

of two proper subcontinua. In an atriodic hereditarily unicoherent continuum we

define for each x g X the continuum Kx = C\{K\K a subcontinuum of X and

x g int K }. The properties of Kx are thoroughly outlined in [2].

3. Main theorems. Suppose X is an atriodic metric continuum. In [3] it was shown

that if X = A U B and o(A) = a(B) = 0, where A, B, and A n B are continua,

then o(X) = 0. In [4] it was shown that if X = A U B, where A and B are continua

with a0(A) < e, a0(B) < e, e 3s 0, X is hereditarily unicoherent, and i n ß is a

continuum of continuity, then a0(X) < £. The next theorem generalizes both of the

results quoted above. The proof is an extension of the proof in [3] and we include a

complete proof.

Theorem 1. If X is an atriodic hereditarily unicoherent continuum and X = A U B,

where A and B are continua with o0(A) < e and a0(B) < e, e > 0, then o0(X) < e.

Proof. Let X = A U B, where A and B are as in the theorem. Let H = A n B

and note that we may assume A - B = A and 5 - A = B. If the semispan of X is

greater than e, there exists a continuum Z contained in IX v whose distance from

the diagonal of X X X is greater than £. We can make the following assumptions: (i)

ir2(Z) c <nx(Z), (ii) vx(Z) meets A — B and B — A (otherwise Z would be con-

tained in A X A or B X B, (iii) ffx(Z) = A.

We first argue that Z meets the interiors of A X B and B X A. Suppose that Z

misses the int (A X B). Then vx(Z n (A X A))^> A - B. Let {Ca} be the collection

of components of Z - (B X X). Thus Ca n (H X X) * 0 for all a and hence

tt^CJ Pi // # 0 for all a. Since X is atriodic, w,(Ca) C tt^C^) or nx(Cß) C tt^CJ

for all a and /?. This and the fact that A - B c ^(UCJ imply that there exists a

continuum C contained in Z n (A X A) with A - B cz w,(C). Consequently ^(C)

= v4 and this in turn implies a0(A) > e. Since this is not possible, Z must meet the

int(A X B) and similarly Z must meet the int(5 X A).

Let (av bx) G int(^ XÄ)nZ and (¿>2, a2) g int(5 x^)nZ. Further let

UX,U2,... be a sequence of open sets such that: (i) Ut+l c Í7, for all /', (ii)

H = DfliU,, (ni) ax,a2,bx, and è2 are not in Lv Set E¡ = A X(B - U¡) and

F, - B X (A - 17,). It follows that (av bx) g F, and (¿>2, a2) g F, for all /. Further-

more F, and F, are disjoint closed sets for each /'. Since Z is connected, there is a

component C, of Z — (F, U F,) whose closure meets Et and Ft. Note that w2(C,)

meets /I — F and 5 - A for each /' and hence w2(C,) 3 # for all /'. The remainder

of the proof reduces to two cases: (i) ^(C,) meets A — B and B - A for all i, (ii)

^(C,) is contained in A or B for some r.

Case (i). If Wi(C,) meets A — B and 5 - .4 for all /', then for each i there exists

an integer TV, such that for j > N¡ there is a component L¡¡ of C, n (U; X Z) whose

closure meets (Fr(c7) n A) X X and (Fr(c7) C\B)XX. Obviously frx(Ziy) 3 # for

each y > TV,. Some subsequence of {£,,}, j > Nt, converges to a continuum L,

contained in(HxI)nZ-(£,U F,). Since # c ^(1, ) for all ; > ¿V}, it follows
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that H C iri(L¡). The sequence {L,} has a subsequence which converges to a

continuum L contained in (H X H) C\ Z and clearly 7r,(L) = H and tr2(L) c /f.

Thus 7r1(L)3w2(L) and this implies o0(H) > e which is not possible.

Case (ii). We can assume that w,(C,) is contained in A for some i. Thus C, is

contained in A X X and meets H X (A - H) so these three sets have a point (/t, a)

in common. For y > i the closure of the component Z). of C, - Fy containing (A, «)

meets E¡. Hence H cz w2(£>y) for each j > /' and so, H c ^(fl, >,£>,). Let D -

C\j>iDj, then (h,a)e.D and D is contained in A X A. We can now assume

H — -nx(D) # 0 and w2(D) - // is a proper subset of trx(D) - H, otherwise in

either case D would have its projection in one direction contained in the projection

of D in the other direction. Let H — tr^D) = U™ x M¡, where A/, is compact and

Mi c int M/+1 ^ 0 (relative to if) for all i. Let L, be the closure of the component

of D — (A X A/,) which contains (h, a). Then 7r2(L,) n A/, =£ 0, so w2(L,) contains

a point of H not in ttx(D). If 7r2(L,) does not contain «■,(£>) n if, then w2(L,) — //

is a connected open set whose closure does not contain ttx(D)C\H (otherwise

<nx(D) DH cz ir2(L¡) - H c tt2(L,)). In this event it2(L¡) - H, w2(L¡) D H, ir^D)

n H determine a triod so it must be the case that w2(L,) n H d w,(Z)) n H.

Let iVj be the limit of a convergent subsequence of the L¡ and notice that

w2(AT1) n # = 7T,(i)) n//D ^(ATj) n # and that (A, a) g JVt. Now if w^i) n #

= ^(/Vj) n // or ^(/Vj) - H z> ̂ (/V,) - //, then A/x is a continuum in /I X ,4

with the required projections to show o0(A) > e. Thus we can assume ^(/Vj) O // is

a proper subcontinuum of v2(N{) D Tí and ir^NJ — H properly contains 7r2(7V,) -

By taking w2( JV^) C\ H - ^(A/,) C\ H = 11°?,, A/,, where A/j is compact and A/, c

intA/,+1 =?«= 0 (relative to tt2(Nx)CiH), a new sequence of continua L, can be

constructed with the properties that (A, a) g L, for all /' and t2(JL,) H H 3 ^(/Vj)

n //. Let 7V2 be a continuum which is the limit of a convergent subsequence of the

L,. Then (A, a) g N2 and w2(A/2) n # = ^(TV,) n // O %(iV2) n i/. Now, as be-

fore, if 7T2(7V2) n 7Í = tt^TV^) n H or 7r2(7V2) - # => ̂ (/V^) - //, then 7V2 is the

required continuum.

We can repeat the construction above until for some m, Nm is the required

continuum or we obtain an infinite sequence (Nm) with the following properties.

The point (h, a) G Nm for all m and tr2(Nm + 1) n H = ^(/VJ n ii for all m. If TV

is the limit of a convergent subsequence of the sequence {Nm), then (h,a) g TV and

n2(N) C\ H = ir^N) il H and thus TV is the required continuum.

Theorem 2. Let X be an atriodic hereditarily unicoherent continuum with semispan

e. Then X contains an indecomposable subcontinuum I which has semispan e irreduci-

bly.

Proof. Since a0(X) = e, it follows by the Brouwer Reduction theorem that X

contains a subcontinuum / which has semispan e and each proper subcontinuum of

I has semispan less than e. By Theorem 1, I must be indecomposable.

Theorem 3. Let X be an atriodic hereditarily unicoherent continuum. Then o0(Kx)

< e for all x in X if and only if a0(I) < e for each indecomposable subcontinuum I of

X.
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Proof. Suppose a0(Kx) < e for all x g X. Let I be an indecomposable subcon-

tinuum of X and y g I. Clearly I c KY and by the monotone property of a0 we

have a0(I) < a0(#,,) < e.

Suppose now each indecomposable subcontinuum has semispan less than or equal

to e. If x g X and a0(Kx) > e, then by Theorem 1, Kx would contain an indecom-

posable subcontinuum I with a0(I) > e. Since this is not possible, a0(Kx) < £ for

all x G X.

Corollary 1. The following are equivalent for an atriodic hereditarily unicoherent

continuum:

(i)o0(A")< e;

(ii) o0(Kx) < £ for all x G X;

(iii) a0(I) < £ for all indecomposable subcontinua I of X.
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